
THE LAND SURVEYOR 
AND LAND INFORMATION

BY JOHN BARBER, P.Eng., O.L.S.

Introduction

LAND IN FO R M A T IO N  Systems 
have existed since the develop- 

^ m ent of the first property regis
ter. However, today s systems are be
coming much more complex than we 
could have imagined a few years ago. 
The news 1 bring you in this article is 
both good and bad. The good news is 
that we, as surveyors, are now and al
ways have been in the land information 
business. The bad news is that if we 
wish to continue providing a full service 
to our clients, we must provide our 
finished products not only in the present 
hardcopy form but also in a digital for
mat compatible with their system.

Today's Land Inform ation System  
- An O verv iew

Today's land information system 
(LIS) can be viewed as a collection of 
land-related information linked to a 
geographic coordinate system and 
stored in a computer database. Because 
this land-related information is in digital 
form and related to a common coordi
nate system, properly formated data can 
be input to the database in a random 
fashion from a wide variety of sources.

Since the geographic coordinate 
system is the foundation for LIS, it is 
safe to assume that the first step in initiat
ing a LIS is the establishment of a control 
network. The system could use a Univer
sal Transverse Mercator projection, or 
any other projection as long as it is re
lated to latitude and longitude.

At this point, the LIS database will 
have a reference or coordinate base but 
no content. One of the first building 
blocks in the development of the content 
of the database is the compilation of 
topographic data via digital photogram- 
metric mapping. In developing this topo
graphic database, digital files of both 
graphic entities and associated non
graphic attributes can be generated. As 
an example, the graphics may be the 
outline of a house while the non-graphic

data may include the street address, oc
cupant's name, age and so on.

The database of the LIS is further 
enhanced by adding additional layers 
(overlays) of land-related data pertain
ing to a variety of themes (e.g. property, 
forestry, utilities, assessment, etc.). By 
combining land-related information 
from a variety of sources, relating it to 
a common geographic coordinate sys
tem and storing it in a database, we have 
created an integrated land information 
system. Careful manipulation of this 
basic data can have countless applica
tions.

The potential applications seem 
endless, limited only by the capabilities 
of the LIS and the contents of its 
database. Examples of these applica
tions are emergency services, route 
selection, forest fire fighting, resource 
planning, and municipal information 
management. Many of the applications 
address the major requirements of decis
ion makers to have current information 
that is readily accessible and that can 
be easily manipulated.

Components of a
Land Inform ation System

Complex or simple, the compo
nents of a LIS (Land Information System) 
may be summarized as hardware, 
software and data. Hardware and 
software are combined to perform the 
following functions:

(i) Data Capture
—  ability to load in graphic and non
graphic data from a variety of 
sources and to maintain cross-refer- 
ences or links among related data;

(ii) Data Editing
—  ability to update or to correct 
stored data; and

(iii) Data Manipulation
—  provide a host of applications

which use the existing data to pro
duce a variety of end products (e.g. 
ambulance dispatch, route selec
tion, thematic mapping, database 
queries).

This obviously oversimplifies the 
work that a several hundred thousand 
dollar system performs; however, irres
pective of the level of sophistication of 
the system, these three functions (data 
capture, data editing and data manipu
lation) are the primary tasks undertaken.

The data for a LIS system is stored 
in a database or a series of databases 
which are repositories for the data in 
the form of files (with or without linkages 
to other files). W hen  we look at the data 
that is stored in these databases, we 
realize at once that the surveyor plays 
a major role in the creation and mainte
nance of the database.

Role of the Surveyor Today
At the present, only the larger sur

veying and mapping firms are offering 
LIS services. However, if we examine 
the basic ingredients of a LIS database, 
we will see that the primary data col
lected relates to both large and small 
surveying firms. More importantly, it is 
the information, in a different format, 
that most of us have been gathering for 
years.

The foundation for the database 
of a LIS system can be summarized as 
follows:

(a) Common Reference Framework
(geodetic networks)
(b) Topographic Detail (depicting the 
land)
(c) Property Delineation and Registra
tion (establishing limits and ownership)

Without these base components, 
an integrated land information database 
cannot be created or maintained. All of 
these key components fall under the 
jurisdiction of the surveyor and mapper.
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To provide a perspective of the role 
of the surveyor concerning the creation 
of an information database, let us discuss 
our possible involvement:

(a) Common Reference Framework
The surveyor to provide ser

vices in the establishment of geodetic 
networks is required to have both 
theoretical and practical experience 
in network design, least squares ad
justment, error analysis and applica
ble standards and specifications. 
Field experience in reconnaissance 
and angular and distance observa
tions is another obvious prerequisite.

Even with this experience, the 
surveyor is required to be familiar 
with the requirements of the poten
tial client such that an acceptable 
proposal can be presented. A  typical 
scenario for such a project may be 
as follows:

—  proposal to explain benefits of a 
reference network,

—  detailed proposal covering need, 
usage, design, costs and cost benefits, 
and

—  implementation of control net
work with a report on results, prop
osed maintenance program, and po
tential future use.

(b) Topographic Detail
By scrutinizing a typical NTS 

map, we can appreciate the vast 
amount of topographical data con
tained on these maps. The method 
of collecting this data for inclusion 
in the database can come in two 
forms: photogrammetric mapping
and total station field data collection. 
Total station instrumentation allows 
topographical data to be collected 
much more economically than ever 
before. This makes ground methods 
economically feasible for large areas 
where previously only photogram
metric mapping would be consi
dered.

Photogrammetrically, much of 
this work is undertaken via the Ont
ario Basic Mapping program of the 
M inistry of Natural Resources. 
Often, this work is jointly undertaken 
between a local surveyor and a map
ping firm. Such a project may require 
the following:

—  a presentation to illustrate the 
benefits of the O.B.M. program and

the potential of a digital mapping ap
proach;

—  subsequently, a detailed proposal 
is presented which outlines the map
ping block, scale of photography, 
photo control, features to be map
ped, and for digital mapping, as
sociated non-graphic attribute data 
to be compiled.

One of the most important con
siderations will be the format of the 
digital end product and its compati
bility with the clients envisaged Data 
Base Management System (DBMS).

The collecting of topographic 
detail by ground methods has been 
simplified by the use of the total sta
tion. However, if a bona fide digital 
product is to be supplied, the require
ment of integrated surveys tied to 
control and acceptable digital files 
becomes imperative. The surveyor 
must therefore become concerned 
with the ability of his computer to 
provide such a product in a format 
that can be transferred to the larger 
LIS systems.

(c) Property Delineation and 
Registration

The property delineation and 
registration component of the 
database is of great importance since 
much of the land-related information 
is cross-referenced to it. The role of 
the surveyor in this regard may seem 
quite apparent - the determination 
of property extent is performed exc
lusively by the land surveyor. How 
ever, if we view the needs of a digital 
information system, we will find that 
the services provided must go well 
beyond those currently offered by 
most firms.

Cadastral and property map
ping for an information database re
quires that it be stored digitally. For 
many the product produced is a 
graphical illustration of the survey in 
hardcopy form (e.g. mylar). This 
cannot be incorporated into the 
database in hardcopy form. It must 
be translated into a format the com
puter can store in the database (i.e. 
point coordinates, lines, arcs, etc.).

Providing the end product in di
gital form is one requirement of the 
surveyor; however, the role of the 
surveyor in providing this informa
tion involves more than a singular 
survey. To more fully understand

our role in compiling property infor
mation, the following considerations 
are provided:

—  the problems of compiling an en
tire city or province into an inte
grated series of map sheets illustrat
ing a cohesive cadastral fabric;

—  the need to determine all relevant 
sources of survey data and the task 
involved in determining the hier
archy of evidence from each of the 
sources;

—  the problem of dealing with plan 
discrepancies and, the variation of 
survey methods and accuracies over 
the years;

—  the need to relate all ground sur
veys to the geographic coordinate 
system;

—  the difficulties encountered in at
tempting to deal with survey inconsis
tencies via balancing and/or least 
squares adjustments;

—  the time required to certify the 
extent of ownership of these parcels.

The preceding illustrates that 
the process of deriving cadastral 
mapping for a LIS database is a for
midable task and one that can only 
be performed by land surveyors. W e  
must remember that while new 
technology provides exciting new 
opportunities, these opportunities 
can only be exploited by people who 
have the proper experience and ex
pertise. In property delineation and 
registration, land surveyors, and only 
land surveyors, have this experience 
and expertise.

Potential for the Future
As previously noted, the surveyor's 

contribution to the LIS system covers a 
variety of survey disciplines. As such, 
the firms best suited to deal with the 
overall needs of these clients are those 
which have the expertise and resources 
in all of those disciplines. However, 
those survey firms who primarily per
form cadastral surveys still have the po
tential to make a major contribution to 
the “Information System'. A  viable 
scenario for the future is the amalgama
tion of several firms into a consortium 
which provides the needed services 
based on the specialities of the individual 
firms.

Often when we speak of future po
tential, it is pertinent to review our past.
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A 1981 special edition of the Canadian 
Surveyor dealt with "The Modernized 
Survey Profession". In that issue, the 
model presented illustrated the profes
sion as having an exclusive role in legal 
surveys, and a leadership role in posit
ioning and measurement, land informa
tion and land management. An article 
by C. H. W e ir which equated the past 
(DLS Manual of Survey 1881) to the 
present stated:

"these instructions show that in 
today s terminology the surveyor was 
expected to fill the roles of: resource 
specialist, environmentalist, hydro- 
grapher, geographer, geologist, 
pedologist, and information man
ager."

As we can see, the role played by 
the professional surveyor has greatly 
eroded over the years. But there is little 
reason why our profession cannot and 
should not undertake many of these re
sponsibilities in the future. From that 
same publication, we should look closely 
at the words of John Matthews, then 
President of the Canadian Council of 
Land Surveyors:

"In view of the increasing complexity 
of problems related to land use and 
development in a modern society, the 
provision of integrated land informa
tion and professional expertise in land 
economy have become essential ser
vices for ensuring the orderly de
velopment of land and the rational 
management of natural resources. O f 
all professionals, land surveyors are 
in the best position and are the most 
competent people to assume a 
leadership role in providing these ser
vices."

The leaders of our profession have 
clearly identified an exciting opportu
nity. It is encumbent upon our profession 
to accept this challenge and to revise 
our role as surveyors to include land 
information management.

Hopefully this change in our scope 
will happen gradually, and in a system
atic evolutionary process. However, 
many of us have discovered that change 
is happening faster than anticipated due 
to client demands for "digital end prod
ucts". For all of us, if we are to assume 
a leadership role, we must incorporate 
the necessary tools into our business.

The potential we have today is in 
the area of data gathering for the LIS

system, and hopefully even the design 
and implementation of these systems for 
our clients. However, before this be
comes a reality we must educate ourselves 
in both the multi-disciplinary, integrated 
approach to information gathering, and 
the concepts and management of com
puterized information systems. The 
problems are numerous, but the tech
nology is available to meet many existing 
needs. Time is of the essence and we 
should embrace today's opportunities 
and work together in a coordinated fash
ion. The Surveying and Mapping Task 
Force Report stated that "data collection, 
data storage and data presentation 
should increasingly be in digital form. 
They (industry) could readily be in
volved in the development and manage
ment of information systems."

The potential for our future takes 
us beyond the role of information collec
tor into roles such as information man
ager and land management. This poten
tial is based on certain facts:

—  the profession is providing and will 
continue to provide the basic compon
ents of the land information database: 
common reference framework, topo
graphic data, and cadastral and prop
erty data;

—  the profession maintains exclusive 
rights to delineate and describe land par
cels which are the basic units that relate 
the socio-economic information;

—  the profession with its intimate knowl
edge of the land, and its undertakings 
in the land development process is an 
essential component of the land man
agement team;

—  the profession embraces advances in 
new technology which is foreign and 
formidable to many other professions; 
and

—  the profession provides a focal point 
for all parties requiring the establish
ment of an integrated land-related infor
mation system.

Our collective potential for the fu
ture is great; however, in any undertak
ing as complex as the ones we speak of, 
the road to success cannot always be 
clearly defined. As such, we must re
main flexible and constantly evaluate 
the needs of our clients and society at 
large. To meet the needs of our current 
role and our future role, we must be 
prepared to update ourselves in both 
knowledge and resources. •

MANUAL FOR AUTOMATED 
MAPPING OF LAND 
BOUNDARY DATA

As part of its Municipal Atlas Prog
ramme (M AP) the municipalities in Met
ropolitan Toronto have established sev
eral working committees. The M A P 
Programme involves the establishment 
and maintenance of a central data bank, 
where municipal and utility departments 
and agencies can store and exchange 
land information including topographic, 
utility and cadastral maps. This inter
municipal system uses a combination of 
ARC/INFO  and Intergraph software. 
Working committees have been or will 
be, established regarding engineering 
data, utility data, planning data, 
emergency services data and cadastral 
data (land boundary and zoning infor
mation).

The Committee on Cadastral Map
ping has started to prepare a How-to 
manual on the conversion, storage and 
maintenance of land boundary data.

The Cadastral Committee includes 
representatives from the Province of 
Ontario (M CCR), Metropolitan Toronto, 
City of Etobicoke, City of North York, 
City of Scarborough and City of To 
ronto. Two professional firms, J .  D. 
Barnes Limited and Northway Map 
Technology Limited, are participating 
and will provide the interface to the sur
veying and mapping profession.

The Committee has working 
groups preparing the following charters 
of the Users Manual, to assist the 
municipalities in the Metropolitan Tor
onto area:

1. Integrated surveys;
2. Users needs;
3. Data base structure;
4. Data conversion;
5. Data exchange, and
6. Data maintenance.

W hen  produced, this How-to man
ual should be of benefit to other 
municipalities and professional sur
veyors involved in the establishment and 
operation of land information systems.

The project will be completed in 
1988. If you wish to contribute to this 
project please write to:

Mr. R. A. Smith
Manager, Mapping
Central Mapping Agency 
3284 Yonge Street, Suite 302 
Toronto, Ontario M4N 3M7 •
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